
“DISCO’s pricing model is a major plus — it allows 

our firm to use it for any size case, big or small.” 

— Daniel Cragg, Eckland & Blando LLP

“The cost savings associated with DISCO are unde-

niable, and the product’s ease of use and service 

have been exceptional.” 

— Jason Nittel, Allen Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory & Natsis LLP

 

DISCO Pricing
Simple and transparent, we make invoicing predictable

Pricing you can count on
Trying to set an edisclosure budget for any case can strike 
fear in the bravest of solicitors. Hidden fees are tucked into 
almost all aspects of the business, including charges for data 
collection, transfer, processing, data expansion, user licenses, 
hosting fees, analytic add-ons, review, and productions. The 
impact of data expansion alone creates cost that often isn’t 
anticipated and leads to unpredictable costs. 

Unlike other edisclosure software, DISCO’s flat-rate per GB 
pricing model eliminates surprises and allows for predictability 
and better budget planning. Your cost is based on the the 
top level, parent file data size before ingestion — ensuring 
predictable pricing for the life of the case. Powerful early 
data assessment tools give you control to filter, organize and 
delete non-relevant data. Unlimited user licenses enable you 
to scale up and down as needed throughout your case. The 
end results takes the guesswork out of your invoice, at the 
same time providing world-class software as a service.
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Flat-rate pricing with no hidden fees
Since our pricing model is calculated based on the volume of pre-ingested 
and pre-expanded data, you have immediate insight into your monthly 
charge before the first file is loaded into DISCO — unlike our competitors 
who first unpack your data, process it, then charge you processing fees and 
hosting fees on the larger processed size of the data. We do not charge 
on the larger processed size of your data, for production images, or other 
work product that might arise over the course of your case.

Transparent and predictable invoices
With DISCO you don’t pay additional costs for things like collection and 
transfer, user licenses, processing or productions. Where other vendors 
often charge extra for early case assessment or analytic features, these and 
other features like email threading, search visualisation, and advanced AI 
are included with every DISCO database. Whether you choose our matter-
based transactional pricing or one of our yearly subscription models, you 
get unlimited access to all the capabilities of the product.

Cost savings throughout the review process
Cost savings in DISCO magnify even further when considering the time that 
reviewers actually spend in the database reviewing documents. DISCO 
has the professional expertise to help when you need an extra set of 
hands. Our full-time, in-house team of industry experts can tackle single 
tasks or manage the entire edisclosure process for you. With one contract, 
one invoice, and one price, our dedicated staff of legal and edisclosure 
professionals is ready to ensure you have the answers you need and the 
resources necessary to ensure you stay informed and in control of the 
process.

Full Processing — Always Included

Extract files to arbitrary depth

Remove system files (i.e., deNISTing)

Extract text and metadata

OCR all images

Normalise time-zones

Detect duplicates 

Detect near-duplicates 

Generate near-native renderings and images

Generate parent-child relationships

Create email conversations

Create search indexes and review database

Generate a complete ingest report for defensibility

Standard Support — Always Included

24/7/365 email support

Live phone support

Ongoing tips & tricks

Deep dive webinars

Online help center

Live chat support

Knowledge bank

Video tutorials


